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The crisis of sexual assault, with its many psychological implications,
occupies a significant place in the narrative of Marguerite de Navarre's
Heptameron, composed in the first half of the sixteenth century at the
height of the "Querelle des Femmes." If the storytellers conclude that
parjaite amitie is with few exceptions inaccessible, it is in the scenes of
sexual aggression that one witnesses the ascendancy of human passion
over the formalized code of courtly love. 1
V.-L. Saulnier has called the Heptameron a hybrid work in which the
artist vacillates between "peinture gauloise" and "commentaires eleves." 2
If Marguerite is tempted by the aesthetic pleasure of the "anecdote piquante," she also feels obliged to provide a moral correction in the commentary following the racy narrative.
Saulnier's interpretation is based on the assumption that the commentaries are uniformly unambiguous. We find, however, that the presence of
divergent viewpoints in the commentary insures conflict and ambiguity.
Furthermore, Saulnier overlooks the power of narrative strategy in forcing the reader to reconstruct the moral without overt intervention by the
narrator. It is the purpose of this study to show how Marguerite provides
a rethinking of Renaissance values through the distortion of the context
in which the values are presented.
If Saulnier disregards the persuasive power of narrative, he very aptly
coins the term inquietisme to describe Marguerite's anxious view of human relationships. Interpreting Saulnier's remarks, Marcel Tete! states,
"It could be said that the pessimistic restlessness stems from the strong
'K. Kasprzyk, " L"Amour dans "Hemptambon. De l'ideal a la realite," in Melanges offer/es
ti Raymond Lebegue (Paris: Nizet, 1969), pp. 51-57. All references to the Heptameron will
be made to the edition prepared by Michel Fran~is (Paris: Garnier Freres, 1967).
'Marguerite de Navarre, Thedtre profane, ed. V.-L. Saulnier (Geneve: Droz, 1966), p. XVIXVH.
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evangelical tendencies, especially as it brings her to the Pauline view d
human weakness. " 3
A closer look at the tales of sexual assault reveals that it is not so mu
human weakness that Marguerite is highlighting, but specifically the
weakness of the male sex-man's failure to follow what Maurice Rat refert
to as "le code de la route de !'Amour," formalized behavior in courtship.•
Marguerite sets out to correct the negative image of woman portrayed as
ill-tempered, deceptive, and abusive in such works of the previous centuf')
as Les Quinze Joies de Mariage and Les Cent Nouvelles Nouvelles. She
counters Rabelais' portrait of woman as changeable, fickle, inconstant, and
imperfect with a series of episodes in which women prove to be strong,
steadfast,and true to their ideals.• While Bertrand de la Borderie depic
his Amye de Court of 1542 as a greedy opportunist, Marguerite recounts
two tales (10, 21) in which ambitious suitors use their charm to beguile
women of higher social or financial standing.
Departing from the literary convention of panegyric and declamation
used by her male counterparts in the "Querelle des Femmes," Marguerite
initiates an oblique attack through a deliberate distortion of the context
of courtly love in the scenes of sexual assault. According to Wolfgang Iser,
the "coherent deformation" of the social norms and historical thought
processess-what he terms the repertoire of the literary text-is a fundamental condition for communication between text and reader.8 If the
norms presented in the text were an exact replica of the dominant values
of the society from which they were selected, there would be little to
engage the reader. The author has to uproot and recode the norms within
the framework of the literary text. The process of recoding tends to illuminate those values selected and to negate those values passed over. As a
consequence of the recoding, the literary text "questions the signals of
external reality in such a way that the reader himself is to find the motives
underlying the questions, and in doing so, he participates" (Iser, p. 74).
Marguerite deliberately forces her readers to reexamine the institution
of courtly love by the consistent deformation of its context in the scenes
of sexual assault. Parfaite amitie, the value selected from Renaissance
ideology, is represented only as a static ideal defined by Parlamente in the
commentary following one of the tales (19): "J'appelle Parfaictz amans .. .
ceulx qui cherchent, en ce qu'ilz aiment, quelque perfection, soit beaulte,
bonte ou bonne grace; tousjours tenans a la vertu, et qui ont le cueur si
hault et si honneste, qu'ilz ne veullent, pour mourir, mectre leur fin aux
'Marcel Tete!, Marguerite de Naoorre's Heptameran: Themes, Language, and Structure
(Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1973), p. 10.
•Maurice Rat, "L'Amour courtois et l'Heptam~ron de la reine de Navarre," Revue des deux
mondes, 15 septembre (1966), p. 228.
'Fran~is Rabelais, Le Tiers Livre, ed. M.S. Screech (Geneve: Droz, 1964), p. 227.
' Wolfgang Iser, The Act of Reading: A Thoory of Aesthetic Response (Baltimore: John Hopkins Press, I 978), p. 69.
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choses basses que l'honneur et la conscience repreuvent" (L 'Heptameron,
p. 151). By contrast, the violation of the ideal-sexual assault-assumes a
prominent position in the dramatic narration of the tales. As a result, the
ideal is negated at the action level of the text.
The tales depicting sexual aggression belong to two categories. The first
group involves men driven by an irrational sexual desire to attack women
who have no inclination toward them. In this group involving a muleteer's
wife and her valet, a prior and a nun, and a Franciscan who deceives a
young mother, the concept of parfaite amitie never comes into play, since
the male aggressors are excluded by birth and vocation from the conventions of court. Into the second category we place those tales in which
sexual assault puts an abrupt end to honnete amour. Here the noble
woman has been responsible for restraining both her own sexual inclination and that of her suitor, who eventually tires of serving without physical
gratification. In his assault, the noble suitor is virtually indistinguishable
from the lowborn assailant.
Marguerite de Navarre differs from many authors of popular tales in
that she fully develops the physical and emotional portraits of her characters. Such attention paid to personality traits and notations of atmosphere
-indices in Roland Barthes' terminology-is more typical of psychological novels. Folktales dwell more commonly on functions-complementary or consequential acts.' In the tales of sexual assault, Marguerite
accents the indicial units of the narrative in order to focus on the psychological effects of rape. The indices are not to be confused with bits of
information whose meaning is explicit. Indices demand decoding by the
reader, and it is through the process of deciphering their implications that
the reader gets caught up in the atmosphere of fear, tension, and disillusionment so characteristic of the tales of sexual aggression (Barthes, p. 23).
Tension is a pivotal element in the act of sexual assault. Nowhere are
we more conscious of this tension than in the scenes in which a woman
is attacked by a man with whom she has had no previous involvement. The
apersonal narrator, remote and omniscient, protracts the opposition of the
victim and the assailant by constantly shifting the focus in a sequence of
contrasting portraits.8 The physical and moral attributes of the woman
have as their correlates corresponding vices in the man.
Recounting the tale of the muleteer's wife and the valet (Tale 2), Dame
Oisille, whose own piety is exemplary, sets the virtue of the muletiere ("si
vraie femme de bien') against the vulgar nature of the valet, "qui . .. se
montra plus bestial que Jes bestes avecq lesquelles il avoit este long temps"
(p. 19). The narrator gradually inflates the image of the woman, who
' Roland Barthes, "Introduction :I !'analyse structurale des recits," in Poelique du rkit (Paris:
Editions su Seuil, 1977), pp. 19-20.
' Barthes makes t.h e distinction between personal narration and apersonal (impersonal) narration. The personal narrator appears to be present in the text and seeing through the eyes
of the protagonists, p . 40
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progresses from "pauvre femme" at the outset of the attack, to "ung bon
gendarme" who fights all the harder at seeing her own blood shed, and
finally to the "martire de chastete" that she becomes at her burial. There
is a corresponding deHation of the male portrait formed by a series of
negative indices. His mental state is repeatedly described as desperate.
His lust, "sa meschante concupiscence," only adds to his mental instability,
and frenzy has replaced reason in him: "Mais il estoit si embrasse de
fureur, qu'il n'y avoit en luy lieu pour recepvoir nul bon couste" (p. 20).
The narrator underscores the atmosphere of terror and violence with
repeated reference to the valet's frantic gestures: "si grand coup d'espee
par Jes reings," "luy redonna encour plusieurs coups," "vingt cing plaies
mortelles."
ot all the tales of sexual aggression are set in an atmosphere of peril
and violence. Where the rape hinges on deception rather than on superior
strength, the narration affords greater opportunity for comic interaction.
Such is the case in the twenty-third tale, recounted again by Dame Oisille,
in which the family priest sleeps with the wife of his parishioner shortly
after she has given birth to a child. Marguerite uses the devisant to develop her criticism of priests who take advantage of their role as confessor.
In this instance, the husband makes the mistake of asking the priest when
he may resume sexual relations with his wife. The priest gradually tempers
his earlier interdiction. He gives the man permission to visit his wife after
two o'clock in the morning, and thus provides himself with a strategy for
gaining access to the woman's bedchamber.
Once again,the indicial level of the narrative is essential in creating the
atmosphere in which the tale unfolds. Criticism of the Franciscan order
is an explicit goal expressed in the subtitle: "La trop grande reverence
qu'un gentil homme de Perigord portoit a l'ordre de sainct Fran~oys ... "
Even the choice of the Latin form /rater, applied to the monk at the very
moment he begins to contemplate forbidden pleasures, provides a comic
note:
Le beau pere, durant ces propos, apres avoir
plus beu gu'il n'estoit besoing, regardant la
damoiselle, pensa bien en luy-mesmes que, s'il
en estoit le marry, ii ne demanderoit poinct
conseil au beau pere de coucher avecq sa
femme. Et, ainsy que le feu peu a peu s'allume
tellement qu'il vient a embraser toute la maison, or, pour ce, le /rater commencea de
brusler par telle concupiscence, que soubdainement delibera de venir a 6n du desir, que, plus
de trois ans durant, avoit porte couvert en son
cueur.
(pp. 187-88)
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Unlike the portrait of the valet which simply establishes the crude,
unrefined nature of the assailant, the portrait cited above demystifies the
friar. Wine and pretty women affect him as strongly as they do his lay
brothers. The indices stress more his human qualities than his status as a
depraved, debauched impostor.
The narration is atypical of the accounts of sexual aggression for two
reasons. Peril is noticeably absent from the bedroom scene, and the narrator omits all description of the sexual liaison. The dominant tone up to the
departure of the monk is comic. The utter preposterousness of the situation, in which a woman fails to distinguish her husband's body from that
of a stranger, introduces a comic element that lingers until the abrupt shift
in tone at the moment of recognition. The humor is enhanced by the use
of direct discourse as the woman addresses her bedfellow. She speaks in
a teasing, half-reproachful tone, but is answered only by the fearful silence
of the priest.
The ellipsis or fade out technique can be explained not only by the fact
that the woman gives herself willingly in the belief that the bedfellow is
her husband, but by the fact that the author and narrator choose to focus
on the moment of recognition as well as on the possible consequences of
rape.• In order to amplify the tone of despair, the narrator draws us into
the woman's thought process, recreat"d by the voice of the omniscient
narrator.
The didactic intention of the narrator, her need to attack the Franciscans for placing too much faith in good works and for failing to teach the
redeeming quality of God's mercy, necessitates the apersonal narrative
technique. The subordination of functions to indices as a dominant characeristic of this tale can best be seen at the critical point of the recit-the
suicide of the young mother: "Allors, vaincue de la douleur, poulsee de
desespoir, hors de la congnoissance de Dieu et de soy-mesmes, comme
femme enragee et furieuse, print une corde de son lict et de ses propres
mains s'estrangla" (p. 191). The accumulation of past participles stressing
woman's despair and alienation intensifies the moment of suicide.
The reader's ability to recall thematic and structural similarities in the
e concerning the muleteer's wife, cited above, will shed light on the
'IIOUilg mothers's fate. The two women are both victims of sexual aggresand both die as a consequence. Paradoxically, one is venerated as a
result of her courage and faith, while the other risks eternal damnation by
· g her own life. The contrast might lead the modern reader to fault
young mother for her lack of courage in facing the situation. The
ator intervenes, however, to force a different interpretation. The distion to be made is not between courage and lack of courage, but rather
een proper instruction, with emphasis on God's grace, and faulty
tion, with excessive emphasis on good works (p. 190).
cites distortion, expansion, and its opposite, contraction (ellipsis) as governing forces
-.mation, pp. 4&-48.
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The young mother's spiritual isolation lies in obvious contrast to the
direct and personal relationship which exists between Sister Marie Heroet
and God in the twenty-second tale. o doubt the didactic nature of Dame
Oisille accounts for the overemphasis of the perspective of the narrator in
the tale about the young wife's suicide. Oisille's main goal seems to be the
reform of Franciscan instruction. When Geburon narrates the story of
Sistem Marie Heroet, he develops all of the narrative perspectives; we
view the action from the point of view of the narrator, characters, plot,
and reader (Iser, p. 35).
The structure of the narrative at all levels reHects the conflict inherent
in sexual assault. The former asceticism of the priest contrasts his new
hedonism: "d'un moyne bien meigre, ii en feyt ung bien gras . . . de
pasteur ii devint loup" (p. 76). Direct discourse invites open opposition
between the assailant and the unwilling victim and gives the protagonists
the opportunity to present themselves while the narrator remains in the
background. Sister Marie's strong and direct manner of confronting the
priest makes his advances seem all the more ludicrous and hypocritical.
An inventory of the specific indices brings to light a deliberate imbalance on the indicial level of the text. The portrait which the reader constitutes of the Benedictine priest is derived largely from negative qualities
attributed to him: loup/regnard/ypocrite/pauvre homme. In contrast,
Marie's strength and virtue show up more often in her actions than in
static portraits. Only the priest reduces her to an object to be admired. He
notes her "bouche si rouge et si plaisante" (p. 177), and finally, after failing
to break her courage, confesses that she is indeed "une perle d'honneur
et de virginite" (p. 185). Geburon has chosen to portray Sister Marie by
what she does, as an octant in Greirnas's terminology.10 She confronts her
adversary, she acts, and she holds her ground. She dares to bypass corrupt
temporal authority to appeal directly to God. Even the final sentence of
the tale shows her actively reforming the abbey and praising the Holy
Spirit (p. 185). The priest, who has built his reputation on "being seen"
withdraws to a monastery "oii ii ne voulut plus estre veu de personne."
In the characterization of the woman as self, representing intemality,
activity, and consciousness, and the male as other, or extemality, passivity,
and physicality, Marguerite de avarree shows what Dorin Schumacher
has defined as a feminist orientation.11
Iser has demonstrated that the creation of tension in the narrative
structure secures "uptake" or the involvement of the reader. The tension
is generally producted by the violation of expected norms (Iser, p. 89). If
the rape scene is to be a reHection of real life, the reader will expect the
0
' Barth cites distortion, expansion, and its opposite, contraction (ellipsis} as governing forces
in llJIJTation, pp. 46-48.
" Dorin Schumacher, "Subjectivities: A Theory of Critical Process," in Feminist Literary
Critfcism: Erp/oration in Thecry, ed. Josephine Donovan (Lexington, Kentucky: University
of Kentucky Press, 1975), pp. 32-33.
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assault to take place in an atmosphere of terror and violence, already
recreated in the second tale involving the muletiere. While Sister Marie
faces moments of extreme peril: physical violence, threat of excommunication, and imprisonment, comic elements abound in the interchange
between nun and priest. When the priest orders Marie to look at his face,
she first refuses but then obeys: "elle le trouva si laid, gu'elle pensa faire
plus de penitence que de peche a le regarder" (p. 178). The source of
humor is not her situation, one of extreme risk, but the perspective of the
narrator, who has overemphasized the ugly, obese bearing of the priest.
Further on, when the priest admonishes Marie for being conscious of her
breasts, she responds with such spunk and wit that we experience more
the humor of the situation than the peril: "Je scay que j'en ay, et certainement, vous ny autre n'y toucherez poinct" (p. 178). Resolved to explain the
presence of antithetical elements-<ianger and humor-the reader concludes that Geburon uses humor to highlight Sister Marie's courage in
confronting the lecherous priest. When asked by the priest for proof of her
\'irginity, she replies, "Yous m'avez tant tenu de propos de folle amour que
\.'OUS me portez quej'estime plutost que vous me voulez oster ma virginite,
que de la visiter" (p. 182). The comic implications of Marie's speech show
ber presence of mind in the face of danger, while lust, frustration, and
&ilure reduce her adversary to irrationality: "comme ung homme furieux
et non seulement hors de conscience, mais de raison naturelle" (p. 179).
The portrayal of the irrational, anirnalistic aspect of man's passion,
contrasted with female courage and strength of character, appears to be
object of the tales dealing with sexual attack by an indifferent assailant.
hrguerite suggests her own disillusionment with perfect love as an ideal,
wever, in the episodes recounting the gradual degeneration of honnete
ll'IOur. Her disillusionment sterns from man's general inability to live up
the code of parfaite amitie, which recognizes physical or spiritual
ection as its object and virtue and honor as its guiding force. One of
principal differences between the episodes dealing with an indifferent
· ant and those involving amis lies in the intense disappointment expeced by the woman as she sees her suitor subordinate consideration for
well-being to the urge of sexual desire.
The reader shares the woman's deception as a result of the embellished
ai ts of the man placed at the start of the tales. Following the tradition
the courtly romances, the narrator creates a parallel between the moral
physical attributes of the man and the woman.12 In the fourth tale, the
ty and grace of the gentleman match the comeliness and fair com·on of the Princess of Flanders, identified by Brantome as Marguerite
• •a arre (pp. 28-29). While Floride is of a slightly higher social standing
e with the " Lallstic" and "Les Deux Amanz" of Marie de France, in which each
attribute has as its correlate a corresponding virtue in the woman, Lais, ed. Alfred
(Oxford, 1947).
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than Amadour in the tenth tale, both are exceptional in their youthful
beauty and grace. Thus the indices enumerated at the start of the narrative suggest parity rather than disparity. The reader begins to make certain projections based on the very positive personality indices attributed
to the two characters, but the reader's expectations of the male character
are later disproved at the functional level of the plot. 13 Tension resulting
from false expectations forces a reevaluation of the man's character.
Our expectations are met in the tales involving an indifferent assailant.
From the start, the narrators indicate the cunning, lustful nature of the
male aggressor. o modification of our first impression is demanded. The
image-building is consistently reinforced by negative epithets and misdeeds. When it is a question of honnete amour, however, the ami appears
eminently worthy of his lady's respect. A closer reading does bring to light
the faintest suggestion of qualification on the part of the narrator. The
Princess of Flanders notes the excessive boldness ("grande audace') in the
gentleman's proposal of hom1ete amour (p. 28). Later we learn to suspectthat vanity motivates his behavior rather than the perfection of the princess. In the only comic note of the tale, he stands before a mirror in his
shirt and night cap admiring his appearance: "luy sembla bien, en soy
mirant, qu'il n'y avoit dame en ce monde qui sceut refuser sa beaulte et
bonne grace" (p. 83). Perfect love, as defined by Parlamente, is said to be
inspired by perfection in another. The gentleman, however, believes that
his own beauty merits the love of a beautiful woman. He seems to be
incapable of the selfless exchange of souls required in parfaite amitie.
The attentive reader senses a similar, implied qualification in the portrait of Amadour (fale 10). To begin with, the narrator Parlamente twice
mentions Amadour's common sense ("le sens si bon"), a quality essential
for strong leadership. Further on, Amadour's many schemes for staying
close by Floride force a reinterpretation of common sense to mean
shrewd, cunning, covert behavior. Marcel Tete) has already noted the
frequency with which the verb deliberer is applied to Amadour. ••
The narrator also qualifies the common sense attribute by saying that
it accompanies "une si grande et naifve beaulte, qu'il n'y avoit oeil qui ne
se tint contant de le regarder" (p. 55). Does Parlamente, whose disillusionment with male inconstancy is expressed repeatedly in the Heptameron,
fault Amadour for his vanity? She also forewarns us of a third quality, his
boldness: "Mais ce qui le faisoit encores plus estimer, c'estoit sa grande
hardiesse" (p. 56). To be sure, courage and daring are fitting virtues for
heroes, yet combined with an overpowering sense of one's own physical
appeal, daring may lead to sexual aggression. Taken individually, the in"See lser's chapter on " Grasping the T ext," pp. 107-34, for a discussion of the reade.r's role
in consistency-building.
14
Marcel T ete!, "Une Reevaluation de la dixieme nouvelle de l'Heptamb'on, "Neuphilologls·
che Mitteilungen, 72 (1971), pp. 563--09.
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dices are praiseworthy, but as a constellation or gestalt, they form a
less-than-perfect portrait of the suitor.
In addition to the very different character traits applied to the two
categories of assailants, the atmosphere in which the sexual attack talces
place is not the same. We have seen that the exaggerated portrayal of the
indifferent assailant enables the narrator to combine humor and danger.
Aside from the comical portrait of the gentleman in front of the mirror,
we find little humor in the confrontation between amis. Such unrelieved
gravity intensifies the despair of the women who see their own welfare
and reputation threatened by the violent emotions of their companions.
At the moment of crisis, differences between the "gentlemen" and the
indifferent lower-class assailants disappear. In spite of their earlier avowed
love for the ladies, the men use force and violence to achieve their end.
The gentleman nearly suffocates the Princess of Flanders with the bedspread. In bis attempt to rape Floride, Amadour pursues her "avecq toute
la force qu'il luy ffut possible" (p. 72). Floride's attempt to disfigure her
face with the stone from the chapel floor only heightens his desire for
vengence. 15 In his threat to possess her in spite of her deformity, Amadour
reveals that hatred and spite rather than love move him to act. Floride
recognizes the extent of his desire for vengence in the drastic transformation of his physical appearance: "Et, quant Floride veit son visaige et ses
oeilz tant alterez, que le plus beau tainct du monde estoit rouge comme
feu, et le plus doulx et plaisant regard si orrible et furieux, qu'il sembloit
que ung feu tres ardant estincellast dans son cueur et son visaige ... " (p.
78). She searches in vain for signs of the old love, but sees only his desire
to talce her by. force.
Floride and the Princess of Flanders find themselves in an equally
perilous situation as that of the other female victims, but with one additional disadvantage-astonished disbelief. In the passage above, Floride
6ghts her unwillingness to believe that this frightening face belongs to the
man who had spoken to her of building a lasting friendship on a firm
foundation ("ung seur et ferme fondement," p. 64). The emotional impact
of betrayal weakens the power of the woman to defend herself.
For Floride, Amadour's failure to obey the code of parfaite amitie only
" I see no textual evidence to support M.J. Baker"s statement that Floride deliberately falls,
leaving the chapel because she regrets her gesture. She wishes to cover up her motive for
disfiguring her face, but she shows no signs of regret, "Didacticism and the Heplomeron: The
Mis-Interpretation of the Tenth Tale as an Exemplum," French Review, XLV, Special Issue,
no. 3 (1974), 84-90. Recent criticism has attacked Lebegue·s interpretation of the tale as an
exemplum praising the courage and unffagging virtue of Floride and denouncing the bestiality of Amadour, "La Femme qui mutile son visage," in Ccmples-nmdus des sknces de
lirnnk 1959, avril-septembre (Paris: Academie des Inscriptions et BeUes-Lettres), pp. 17684. Along with Baker, Donald Stone,·· arrative Technique in L'Heplameron," Studi fra11 cesi II (1967), 473-76, and Marcel Tetel, "Une Reevaluation," have attempted to
demonstrate a degree of complicity on the part of Floride and a certain ambiguity in
Marguerite's attitude toward the pair.
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persuades her that the ideal lies beyond man's grasp. Amadour represents
human perfection for her, and with his fall, she exchanges the ideal of
parfaite amitie for the love of Christ (p. 81). Donald Stone, Marcel Tete!,
and M. J. Baker agree that Floride's entrance into monastic life is motivated more by disillusionment with the ideal than by religious fervor. Of
the women depicted in the Heptameron, Floride is not alone in seeking
refuge in monastic life once interpersonal relationships have proven faithless.
We see then that by forcing a confrontation between the code of parfaite amitie and sexual desire in its most desperate manifestation, Marguerite sets the ideal in question and forces a reassessment of the code.
Within the narrow context of the five tales involving sexual assault, the
blame lies with the man. In fact, later in the thirty-fifth tale, Parlamente
states that in matters oflove, she has yet to find a trustworthy man (p. 260).
Even the most admirable man is sometimes driven by a combination of
human vanity and rashness to sacrifice the code and the woman's welfare
for immediate physical gratification.
By highlighting the disturbing psychological consequences of rape for
both the assailant and the victim, Marguerite does not aim at discrediting
the entire male sex. She is more moderate than her male counterparts in
the "Querelle des Femmes" who interpret inconstancy as a biological
disorder of the female sex. She simply demonstrates that while men may
have come a long way towards refining their baser instinct, there is still
room for improvement.

